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Abstract—The cost of a change is high, but changes are an inevitable part of software development lifecycle, which comes to be recognized under a more general term: software evolution. To mitigate this problem, an approach to aspect-oriented change realization has been proposed earlier based on the idea of representing change by aspect. In many cases, software development relies on graphical modeling, mainly UML, and thus a legitimate question is how aspect-oriented change realization could be supported at the modeling level. This paper proposes an approach to achieve this based on Theme, a comprehensive approach to aspect-oriented analysis and design. One of the results of the work reported here is a catalog of change type models for the domain of web applications comprising the models of eleven specification change types and seven implementation change types. Apart from the examples presented in the paper, the approach was successfully applied to a real web mail system.

II. ASPECT-ORIENTED CHANGE REALIZATION

Aspect-oriented change realization [1]–[4] is an approach to treating changes as separate concerns. Rooted in the early idea of representing changes as aspects relying on aspects' intrinsic capability of affecting other code without having to change this code as such [5], the approach has developed to incorporate reasoning about changes at two levels: specification and implementation (called domain specific and generally applicable in the prior work).

Although the idea is applicable in other contexts, probably the best motivating example is so-called software customization. In customization, a general application is being adapted to the client’s needs by a series of changes [3]. With each new version of the base application, all the changes have to be reapplied to it. If it would be possible to maintain changes as separate modules, they could be either directly applied to the new main version or this could be done with some adaptation (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. The customization problem (adopted from our earlier work [8], [9]).

To realize changes using aspect-oriented programming effectively, a two-level aspect-oriented change realization model has been proposed [1], [3]. Consider a change request containing the requirement to add a backup SMTP server to ensure delivery of the notifications to users as a part of
the customization of the affiliate marketing software [3], [8]. Technically speaking, each time the affiliate marketing software needs to send a notification, it creates an instance of the corresponding class which handles the connection to the SMTP server. In more general terms, an SMTP server is a kind of a resource that needs to be backed up. Abstracting from the context (SMTP server), this may be identified as a kind of the Introducing Resource Backup specification change type. There is an effective way of implementing this type of change expressed as an implementation change type called Class Exchange. Each implementation type is accompanied with a code scheme that needs just to be adapted to the context. A catalog of change types that have been identified in the web application domain including the correspondence between them is available [3].

III. EMPLOYING THE THEME APPROACH

Many software development projects employ graphical software modeling, mainly UML. With respect to this, there is a need to enable aspect-oriented change realization at the modeling level. The Theme approach [10] is an aspect-oriented modeling approach based around the notion of theme that represents a general perception of a concern. The Theme approach works with themes from the very start by employing a sort of their automatic identification in requirements and expressing them in a form of a network of relationships, ending with the UML-based design of individual themes with a clear transition to implementation. Here, we are interested in applying the two notations the Theme approach brings—Theme/Doc and Theme/UML—whose relevant details will be explained as needed in the following sections.

The general idea of the approach proposed here is to use Theme/Doc to express specification change types on one side, and to use Theme/UML to express implementation change types on the other side. These will form a catalog of changes in much the same way as with the original, code based aspect-oriented change realization.

Applying the catalog assumes comparing the application model to the cataloged specification change types. Consequently, it appears that the model to be compared has to be a Theme/Doc model. However, this is somewhat relaxed since a Theme/Doc model can be transformed into the graphical part of a use case model [11], and use cases are widely used in modern software development. In fact, as is going to be explained later, we employed a UML CASE tool and the Theme/Doc themes were actually represented as stereotyped use cases. For the purposes of this paper, we will stick to the assumption of the pre-existence of the Theme/Doc model of the target application.

The realization of a change assumes applying the implementation change type that came out of the Theme/Doc based change analysis, which is analogical to the code based aspect-oriented change realization example of which was given in the previous section. Logically, the best way to go is to have the target application designed in Theme/UML. As in reality this is not going to be very probable, the fastest way to obtain a Theme/UML model from a common UML model is to consider the whole target application UML model as one theme. Everything else would require some form of refactoring to partition the model into themes, and this is beyond the scope of this paper.

IV. MODELING SPECIFICATION CHANGE TYPES

Given a change request, it is necessary to decompose it into one or more actual changes. Suppose we have a simple web mail system embracing user registration, sending and receiving e-mail, and necessary administration functionality. Consider a change request that states that the administrator should be able to block and unblock account from the accounts view (CHR03). This change request actually consists of two changes. One change follows directly from the change request: a new column has to be added to the list of accounts. This column should contain a control element to call appropriate service to block or unblock selected user’s account. Another purpose of this column is to show the user’s account status. The other change is implicit: check whether the user is blocked during the logging in since blocked users mustn’t be allowed to log in.

We represent these two changes formally as two requirements, as can be seen in Figures 2 and 3. As no dedicated Theme modeling tool is available, a UML profile for both analytical (Theme/Doc) and design part (Theme/UML) of the Theme approach has been designed and implemented in IBM Rational Software Architect (IBM RSA). A requirement is there represented as a stereotyped UML artifact.

Next, we identify concerns, i.e., themes, implied by each requirement. Themes, displayed as rhomboids, are in our IBM RSA models represented as stereotyped use cases (as has been already mentioned in the previous section). They are connected to requirements by associations. How to identify relevant themes from requirements goes beyond this paper, but
a simplified approach is to extract all concerns that may stand on their own from the requirement. In this, it is a good idea to go beyond the requirement’s description towards clarification in direct contact with those who posed it.

Speaking of changes and themes that can be expected there, there are themes of two kinds: some represent the target of a change or changes and some represent the changes themselves. As we are working with focused changes gained by a decomposition of a change request, the expected case is to have one theme of each kind per change.

In CHR03-1 (Figure 2), we have identified two themes: Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List and View Accounts. The same is done with the second change, CHR03-2 (Figure 3). In this case, the model denotes the requirement to check if the user is blocked triggered by the behavior responsible for logging the user in.

In the Theme vocabulary, both CHR03-1, CHR03-2 represent shared requirements. Such requirements have to be resolved preferably—and in our approach necessarily—by declaring one of the themes as crosscutting and making it responsible for introducing the requirement into other themes. In our approach, the crosscutting theme is always the one that represents a change as such. You can see both our changes in a so-called crosscutting-relationship view in Figures 4 and 5.

In terms of our IBM RSA UML profile, the crosscutting edges are actually stereotyped dependencies.

Fig. 4. Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List: the crosscutting view.

Fig. 5. Check User Blocked: the crosscutting view.

Now that we have identified and analyzed the specification changes that the change request contained, we need to figure out how to design them. To do this, we first need to determine the types of the changes. This is the moment when we can take the advantage and make use of the catalog of change types, and apply the two-level change model. When browsing through the catalog, we look for similarities between our specification changes and the specification change types within the catalog. We rely on knowing the actual implementation or design model. For example, we know that our account list is implemented as a grid. With respect to this, we determine that Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List is of the Add Column to Grid type. Figure 6 compares this change to our change type. The Show Grid theme in the specification change type recalls our View Accounts theme, but this is nothing but a lucky coincidence and in other cases the names of the themes don’t have to be related. Nevertheless, the thing that must match is the behavior that these two themes describe, which is the behavior of showing the grid that is to be crosscut.

Fig. 6. Comparing Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List and the Add Column to Grid change type: specification change type identification.

We identify a specification change type for the second change in a similar manner. This is not straightforward as the previous case. We can look at blocking user’s logging in two ways: as the Introduce User Rights Management or as Introduce Additional Constraint on Fields change type. The operation of logging in consists of the form validation and submission. If the user name and password are correct, the form validation is correct. The triggering behavior can be the validation, as well as the submission itself. The approach leads towards viable solutions and it is up to the developer to decide what is more suitable and more simple to design and implement. The choice also depends on the application environment and the technologies used. In our example, we decided for Introduce Additional Constraint on Fields. Figure 7 shows the identification of a change with this specification change type.

Fig. 7. Comparing Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List and the Introduce Additional Constraint on Fields change type: specification change type identification.

V. MODELING IMPLEMENTATION CHANGE TYPES

As with the code based aspect-oriented change realization, here we also maintain a catalog, albeit in a graphical form. Each specification change type is connected to the implementation change type by a trace dependency. Sometimes there
are multiple possibilities to choose from for the design. The choice should not be difficult to make because the design is closer to the implementation environment and we should now know whether the design is feasible.

When designing the changes, we model the triggered behavior while using the scheme of the identified implementation change type. This doesn’t mean that we copy-paste the sequence diagram and rename some elements. The scheme is only to provide directions on the structure and behavior similarly as design patterns do.

The *Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List* theme design is shown in Figure 8. In terms of Theme/UML, this is an aspect theme and all changes in our approach are supposed to eventually end up as aspect themes. This is in accordance with what is popularly known as aspect-oriented programming, where aspects affect the base code in some manner. In the aspect-oriented software development research this is actually only a part of a more general view of aspect-orientation that comprises also approaches to modularizing concerns (including the crosscutting ones) into a set of elements that stand on equal basis. This is not just an academic endeavor as properties of this so-called symmetric aspect-oriented programming are reflected in contemporary programming languages [12]; however, this is out of the scope of this paper.

In Theme/UML, aspect themes are represented as parameterized packages comprising structural (class diagram) and behavioral models (typically sequence or activity diagrams). The first parameter is by convention the one that triggers the behavior. In case of our *Add Block/Unblock Column to Accounts List* theme, the trigger is the AccountsTable.generateTable() operation. Parameters do not represent the actual application elements: they just stand for these elements to be supplied by the bind relationship.

In order for anything to happen, the sequence diagram has to match the behavior sequence in the target (base) theme. The point is in capturing certain behavior, which is practically an operation call, and performing some other behavior before, after, or instead of it, including repeatedly or conditionally executing the captured behavior. To distinguish the capturing of this behavior from the behavior itself, the *do* prefix is used. Thus, a call to an operation with the *do* prefix means the actual call ending in executing the corresponding behavior. Here, it may be observed that sequence diagrams in Theme/UML combine both pointcuts and advice, as these elements are known in the prevailing AspectJ style of aspect-oriented programming.

Getting back to our example, what happens is that after the table has been generated, an additional column for blocking users is created. Generally speaking, we performed an action after event. This corresponds to the implementation change type that realizes the *Introduce Additional Constraint on Fields* specification change type: *Perform Action After Event*. Note that we can add some other actions after the table generation and it will still be of the same type. Figure 9 shows binding the change with the *View Accounts* theme. Here we specify the real replacement for the template parameters.

The processing of the second change is similar. We design the change with the help of *Additional Parameter Check*, which is the implementation change type tracing the *Introduce Additional Constraint on Fields* specification change type. Just like with the first change, we produce a sequence diagram of the triggered behavior (Figure 10). Here, the trigger is the UserLoginForm.validateForm() template parameter operation. Prior to the form validation, the checkUserBlocked() operation is called. In this operation, the user’s status is determined with respect to blocking and the form’s validation status is set accordingly.

After this, the original validation process can be performed. As an alternative to setting the form’s valid attribute false, a validation exception can be drawn to prevent the form from being submitted. The binding of the corresponding change theme is depicted in Figure 11. Note that the actual parameter bears the same name as the formal parameter. Theme/UML allows for this, though it may be confusing.
VI. EVALUATION

Apart from the preliminary examples of the proposed approach to modeling aspect-oriented change realizations some of which are introduced in this paper, the evaluation was conducted on a real web mail system. We focused on the capability and usability of the modeled change types the catalog we developed comprising all the specification and implementation change types identified in the earlier work on code based aspect-oriented change realization (the domain specific change type is introduced first) [3]:

- One Way Integration: Performing Action After Event
- Two Way Integration: Performing Action After Event
- Adding Column to Grid: Performing Action After Event
- Removing Column from Grid: Method Substitution
- Altering Column Presentation in Grid: Method Substitution
- Adding Fields to Form: Enumeration Modification with Additional Return Value Checking/Modification
- Removing Fields from Form: Additional Return Value Checking/Modification
- Introducing Additional Constraint on Fields: Additional Parameter Checking or Performing Action After Event
- Introducing User Rights Management: Border Control with Method Substitution
- User Interface Restriction: Additional Return Value Checking/Modifications
- Introducing Resource Backup: Class Exchange

Two change requests for the web mail system were studied, analyzed, designed, and implemented. The catalog of change type models showed to be useful and sufficiently correct. Some problems appeared mainly in the process of implementation caused by the actual frameworks and technologies used. Therefore, the catalog of change type models should be somehow aware also of the variability in implementation technologies. The implementation of the changes confirmed the correctness of the design to implementation transformation process guidelines of the Theme approach [10].

While evaluating the catalog of change type models, we also found that there should be some feedback from the developers using the catalog to help its improvement and extension. Software developers should track deviations from the cataloged change type models. This is valuable for future development in the same domain. For example, if developers find a new way to design a specification change type or identify a new implementation change type, they should analyze it and propose it for incorporating into the corresponding catalog. The specification and implementation change types in the catalog are more or less dependent on the actual application design and on characteristics of the application domain.

We managed to almost fully rely on the catalog. However, the catalog is there not to give directives, but to provide recommendations.

It is difficult to compare the effectiveness of this approach or to quantify the effort of the change realization. However, within the common, non aspect-oriented modeling, we can observe that the larger the change is, more diagrams we have to edit. In our approach, the change is focused in one diagram and the original design is not being affected at all.
VII. RELATED WORK

Join point designation diagrams [13], [14] are another aspect-oriented modeling technique aiming specifically at expressing pointcuts in a graphical way. Preliminary findings [15] indicate they are complimentary to Theme/UML improving its ability to specify crosscutting and thus could be of much help in improving the approach proposed here.

The Distributed Systems Group at the University of Dublin created a tool for composition with transformation using OpenArchitectureWare implemented as an Eclipse plug-in [16]. Their tool supports Theme/UML composition based on the XMI format, which can be applied to weave the aspect changes into the target model to obtain it as a whole, common UML model.

Object-oriented role analysis and modeling (OOram) [17], [18], whose ideas have been revived in the DCI (Data, Context and Interaction) approach [19], initially announced as DCA (Data–Context–Algorithm) [18], enables a general separation of concerns. Each concern is modeled within its own model and these models are composed to achieve a complete behavior. This recalls themes and their composition making the OOram notation a potential alternative to the Theme/UML notation we used. Composite structure modeling in UML, which employs the concept of role, too, is worth exploring for its potential to mimic OOram’s notation within UML.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, an approach to modeling aspect-oriented change realizations is proposed. The approach relies on our earlier work on that resulted in a two-level aspect-oriented change realization model [1], [3]. Regarding the modeling notation, the approach is based on Theme [10], a comprehensive approach to general aspect-oriented modeling.

One of the results of the work reported here is a catalog of change type models for the domain of web applications comprising the models of eleven specification change types and seven implementation change types. Apart from the examples presented in the paper, the approach was successfully applied to a real web mail system. As no dedicated Theme modeling tool is available, a UML profile for both analytical (Theme/Doc) and design part (Theme/UML) of the Theme approach has been designed and implemented in IBM Rational Software Architect.

Further work should aim at incorporating regular developers’ contributions to the catalog and change type diversity management. Also, it is important to explore the possibilities of adjusting the modeling notation to be as close as possible to what standard UML modeling tools support. With respect to this, switching from the Theme/Doc notation to use case diagrams appears quite appealing [11].
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